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Go paperless and automate 
all maintenance reports 
even in the field through 
the use of mobile  devices 
in online (wifi/4G) and
offline mode.

Digital 
procedures

Manage and track in real time 
any operations of internal or
external technicians. Plus preload 
on smartphone all documents
required for effective on-site task 
(diagrams, manuals, spare parts...).

Store and organise all information 
in a single Data Base to safeguard 
your document heritage.
Use the history to carry out analyses 
and optimise company performance.

Technician
Management

History 
and analysis "Finally, on my 

smartphone, I 
have access to all 
maintenance 
documents and 
procedures."
Lorenzo,
Safety technician
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Plan, Execute and Monitor your
activities and maintenance via
Web application from any
location to realise your
objectives.

Performance
under control

Open a ticket, follow 
its evolution in the workplace, 
track its closure in the field and 
generate the automatic report 
in one single integrated cycle.

Archive and organise all
information in a single database
to safeguard your document heritage.
document heritage. Use the history to
carry out analyses and optimise
company performance.

From ticket to
automatic report 

Connect your
rides

"I only need one 
click to keep track 
of rides status and 
handle interventions 
easily."
Andrea,
Safety technician
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Opera
server

Workstation
with custom-made web app

Smartphone
with custom-made app

High Security Cloud  

Management of Interventions and 
Scheduled Maintenance
Opera manages the maintenance of your 
installations through an activity planning interface.
The data are all monitored in real time and
historicised.

Document Management and Checklist
Designed to create, store and consult via web and 
mobile all types of documents (checklists, manuals, 
drawings, video procedures, media content).

Report Management EN/ISO compliant
Opera pre-sets and automatically fills in the ride
logbooks according to the applicable legal standards, 
extracting data from field activities.

Spare Parts Management
All spare parts information is classified and available for 
consultation via web or mobile app through a simple and 
intuitive interface.

Management of ticket requests
From the assistance request by ticket creation 
to on-site intervention resolution and client signature, 
everything is safely stored. Keep track of hours, costs, 
and spare parts for management.

Real-Time Ride Status
A combination of proprietary hardware and software 
allows Opera to connect to remote control systems and 
generate alarms based on actual working hours.

Wireless Sensor Network
With the Remorides Sensor Network (RSN), Opera extends 
the monitoring of rides by collecting data from various 
types of sensors.

Team Collaboration
Opera facilitates collaboration among technical teams 
and knowledge sharing through an internal social 
communication platform.
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real time,
real team,

Go paperless
harness the potential of new handheld device 
to achieve complete digitisation of processes, 
saving paper and valuable time.

real benefits.

Increase efficiency
simplify maintenance procedures and guide 
your team to rapid problem solving during
the execution of activities on site.

Secure your future
keep track of any activity performed through the use
of automated procedures and safeguard yourself against 
legal ramifications in instances of mandatory actions.

Optimize maintenance operation,
communicate and share knowledge with your team 
through push notifications, use a single real-time control 
panel, create customized reports with tailored KPIs, 
and much more...

Opera allows you to integrate any type of technical and 
administrative document according to legal standards 
and specific industry requirements. 

"With a simple click you can upload and create the
complete ride logbook containing all essential info
and ready to be handed over in case of inspections 
by third parties".

Opera manages all critical information and
secured with encryption and backed up on our
cloud space or on its own server

"Data is your knowledge; it manages your assets over 
time and serves as your safeguard in any legal dispute. 
An automatic and secure backup ensures peace of mind".
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Advanced Amusement 
Park Maintenance: Fusing 
Human Insight with 
Digital Precision
REMORIDES is an innovative company founded in 2013 
by the union of two senior engineers from different 
backgrounds and fields.

Since 2023, Remorides, now operating under the guidence of Tesar S.p.A., has become 
part of Dylog Group, a top player in Italy's IT sector. Today, a dedicated team of engineers 
is tirelessly working on the development of our system, while numerous experts from 
diverse fields such as Facilities, Amusement, and Industrial Automation have joined 
forces. Together, they are enhancing Opera platform to be increasingly powerful 
yet always user-friendly.

General Manager Eng. Mario Savini, comes from a 
long experience in international companies dedicated 
to mission critical software (biomedical) and in the field 
of industrial automation.

The Research and Development Manager, Eng. Marco Begotti, 
holds extensive experience in design and construction of Plants 
particularly in the energy and amusement field.

Remorides s.r.l.
via Alessandro Volta 4/A 46020
Motteggiana (MN) Italy

+39 0376 527516
info@remorides.com
www.remorides.comnow part of


